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Regarding recent University policy changes in response to PIPEDA, we
find statements like:
  Remember that e-mail is not secure unless it is encrypted -- use
  caution when sending personal information.  Do not require students to
  send sensitive information (e.g. family or medical information) by
  e-mail and, where possible, avoid sending sensitive information
  (e.g. results of an appeal) by e-mail.
Referring to: http://www.uwo.ca/univsec/mapp/section1/mapp123.pdf
we find:
   The University shall refuse to disclose personal information to any
   individual other than the individual to whom the information relates
   except where otherwise provided in this policy.
and:
  (1) In these Guidelines, "personal information" means recorded
   information about an identified individual, including:
    ...
    (c) any identifying number, symbol or other identifier assigned to
        the individual;
     ...
    (e) the individual’s personal opinions or views, except where they
        relate to someone else;
    (f) correspondence received from an individual that is implicitly
        or explicitly confidential, and replies to correspondence that would
        reveal the contents of the original communications;
    (g) the views or opinions of another individual about the individual; 
    ...

The above form the basis for considering assignments and marks personal
information warranting encryption.  As to what encryption to use, the best I 
have seen so far is the ccrypt program http://ccrypt.sourceforge.net/
(although I haven’t had time to verify that it actually does what it claims
to do or what all its claims are).  If you want your marks emailed to you, 
they can be delivered as a dreaded MIME attachment of an encrypted text 
file -- providing you authorize it with this form.

There are 47 printable keys on a normal keyboard (including upper and
lower case, 94 printable characters).  If these printable characters were
chosen randomly, they would correspond to 6.5 bits per character.
If we assume ccrypt is a working implementation of AES, then according to:
  http://www.cnss.gov/Assets/pdf/cnssp_15_fs.pdf
a 128-bit key would be adequate for classified information up to the SECRET 
LEVEL, while TOP SECRET would require either 192 or 256-bit keys. A 128-bit 
key would correspond to a 20 character encryption key while a 192-bit key 
would correspond to a 30 character encrypt key.  The ccrypt program internally 
hashes to a 256-bit key, so presumably keys larger than 40 characters have no 
greater security than 40 character keys. Note if the characters of an 
encryption key are not randomly chosen, then many more characters would 
probably be necessary to attain the same level of security.  Generally 
encryption keys long enough to be secure are too long to be easily remembered.
This means that part of the key should be written down and the rest being 
something that can be remembered.  This results in a key that is very secure 
if the paper is not lost or shoulder-surfed, and is at least as good as a 
memorized key if in the even that the paper is lost or otherwise compromised.

It is also worth remembering that encryption keys and passwords used in 
various situations should be kept significantly different.  This is the basic
 security principle of compartmentalization.  Thus, knowing your class handin 
encryption key shouldn’t make it easier for me to guess your UWO log in 
password or your bank pin number.  Not only is it a good idea to limit how 
much you trust me, but you should remember that it is always possible that 
the encryption key that you give me may unintentionally be made public (since 
people make mistakes) and you  should want to limit the amount of damage done 
in such situations.

Only the professor for this course can process new or updated encryption keys.

In order to verify that the person setting the encryption keys has the 
authority to do so, you must show your student ID to the professor when giving 
him this form.

Your name as it appears on student ID (print):

gaul account name:              date (day, month, year):

Signature claiming that you have read and understand the discussion of
privacy and encryption keys on both sides of this form.  all encryption
keys are in reference to the ccrypt encryption program discussed on
that page:

              --------------------------------------------------------

submit encryption key (print very very clearly; underline any numeric
characters; circle any uppercase characters; if you include any punctuation, 
be sure it is distinct -- the difference between , and . is often hard to see):

[the above key is to be used used for encrypted email as indicated below.
if you don’t want confidential information emailed to you, then you don’t
need to provide a key.]

Do you want to authorize me to send confidential information such as
marks to you via encrypted email (circle one):

            YES               NO

Do you prefer that I not hand back your marks in class, but instead
hold them for pickup from my office (circle one):

            YES               NO

If you want people other than yourself to be authorized to pick up your
marks, you need to print their names (as they appear on their IDS) below.
Note they will have to pick up from my office (and show ID at that time).  
if no one, then write NO below.


